STUDIO
SHARE
ARTIST SUPPORT
PROGRAMME

Tall Stories is looking for storytelling theatre companies to support at the Tall
Stories Studio in the second half of 2021.
We are looking for theatre companies creating shows which:
• involve storytelling that directly addresses the audience, and/or breaks the fourth wall 		
in other ways
• are original pieces (retellings/adaptations of existing stories are suitable; pieces that use
a script that has previously been performed would not be suitable)
We are happy to hear from companies making work for any audiences and age groups.
Companies should:
• Not currently receive regular funding
• Be at an early stage in their progression as a company (though individual members need
not necessarily be early career)
Chosen Studio Share companies will be offered:
• One week of free rehearsal space at the Tall Stories Studio in Islington. This is exclusive
use 10am-6pm Monday-Friday. Current weeks available are 30th August-3rd September,
6th-10th September and 13th-17th December.
• Along with the other supported companies, first offer for free space on last minute
availability in the Studio.
• A heavily reduced hire rate if you would like to book the Studio for additional weeks in
2022 (£500 per week).
• Use of the Studio for a day for sharing a new piece/work-in-progress for an invited
audience, with assistance from the Tall Stories team with the logistics of this. This could
be at the end of your week in the Studio or at another time, dependent on availability.
• A half-day session with one or more members of the Tall Stories team to provide support
with administration, marketing, tour booking, etc. – topics of your choice.
• A half-day session with a Tall Stories
director and/or Creative Programme
Manager to be an outside eye and give
feedback on your piece.
• Invitations to free events and sharings
for Tall Stories Company Members and
priority booking for workshops with
industry practitioners.
This is the minimum that Studio Sharers will
be offered. There is a possibility of ongoing
support into 2022 as our programme
develops.

Tall Stories Studio
In October 2020 we opened the Tall Stories
Studio, an exciting, accessible space situated in
Central Library on Holloway Road in London,
five minutes’ walk from Highbury & Islington
station.
This beautiful newly renovated space restores
the original front portion of the 1906 library
building and features high ceilings, a semisprung floor, large windows and lots of natural
light.
Key Features:
• 11.2m x 10.7m accessible studio
• High ceilings with lots of natural light and black-out blinds
• Semi-sprung floor
• Audience capacity of up to 80 on a retractable seating bank
• Lighting rig, with desk and a house rig of 20 lanterns
• Sound desk, with full speaker system
• Loading bay access
More information about the Studio including technical information can be found here:
https://www.tallstories.org.uk/studio
How to apply
Complete this application form: https://form.jotform.com/211792404651049
Some questions may be answered either in writing or by submitting a video or audio file. All
formats will be equally considered. The deadline for applications is Friday 30th July.
If you have any questions, feel free to get in touch with Natalia Scorer, Creative Programme
Manager at natalia@tallstories.org.uk or 020 8348 0080.
Tall Stories strives to be an Equal
Opportunities Employer and to ensure
that no person is unfairly discriminated
against in its recruitment and selection
policies and procedures. Tall Stories
welcomes applications from all sectors
of the community, regardless of age,
disability, gender identity or gender
expression, race, ethnicity, religion or
belief, sex, sexual orientation or any other
equality characteristic.

